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Passion Pleases the
Palate

Rebecca Lang serves up her specialty
the quick-fix southern way

R

ebecca Lang stirs with the notion of chocolate pie
and delights with a surprise bite of pimento cheese.
she pairs warm memories with down-home sustenance, turning to casseroles and cocktails for girl talk. singeing
meringue in a mentor’s company, well, that’s a chapter in Lang’s
food story, too.
“sometimes it’s the atmosphere, or the people you’re with. it’s
not necessarily the one thing that goes in your mouth. maybe
it’s a combination of everything,” Lang said, smiling. “if it’s
something fun and i’m passionate about … (i) just can’t stop
(my) fingers from going.”
Blue jeans casual, feet curled underneath her body, Lang
appeared at ease dishing on her greatest loves. A photo
roundup reflected the Athens woman’s first betrothals —
husband Kevin, son Camden, 4, and their newest arrival, infant
daughter Adair. A short walk to the kitchen flashed her other
devotions: southern cuisine and food writing. she described
how those worlds merge each day.
“it may not be quiet, but we sit down every night and have
dinner. We don’t talk about hugely important stuff, but it’s nice
to just sit down,” Lang said. “Then, we separate, divide and
conquer, and do bed time and bath time.”
As a trained chef, cooking instructor, food writer and, now,
tV personality, Lang, 33, speaks to women, mainly, who crave
quick and tasty sit downs with friends and family. her message
to them resonates: You can do it, too.
“she knows what she knows, and she knows what she
doesn’t know about being able to reach the consumer of (her)
generation,” said nathalie Dupree, chef, cookbook author and
tV personality. “i think she definitely is a star on the rise.”
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